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Dear reader,

Since SOL’S was founded in 1991, ethics has been 
at the heart of SOLO Group teams’ approach.

With a view to respecting the environment as well as people,
SOLO Group has always maintained fair and responsible

relationships with all its contacts, factories, employees, service
providers, clients and partners. SOLO Group has been a 

member of the FAIR WEAR Foundation since 2014 and of the 
ACCORD agreement since June 2020, two organisations that 
strive to improve working conditions in garment factories.

30 years later, in 2021, SOLO Group is pursuing this ambition 
by committing to more responsible trade 

through its program:

p r o d u c t ,  p e o p l e ,  p l a n e t

At the heart of our commitments: our collections.

SOLO Group’s brands have always stood for a timeless style
and garments to wear at all ages and for all body shapes, 

which are never out of fashion. Clothes with an everlasting 
appeal as opposed to fast-fashion standards.

Moreover, we attach great importance to developing 
sustainable clothing. Quality is our north star as we believe 

that the best way to protect our planet is to guarantee 
products that will last over time.

All our organic cotton items are OCS or OCS 100 certifi ed.
For special requests, we produce GOTS certifi ed garments.

Starting from 2021, we go one step further: all SOLO Group’s
new products will be solely made of organic cotton and/or
recycled polyester. We do not claim to be perfect, but we 

strive to continuously improve and to keep our commitments.

From the design stage to the end of life of all our products,
our teams are committed to always do their best to preserve

the planet and its inhabitants.

Alain Milgrom
Chairman
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« We do not claim to be perfect, but we strive 
to continuously improve and to keep our 

commitments.�»4 5
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New! ACCORD on � re
and building safety in Bangladesh
ACCORD is an independent agreement between brands and trade unions designed to build a safe and 
healthy Bangladeshi textile Industry. The engagement was signed on May 15th 2013. It was created 
to ensure a safe working environment where no worker has to fear � res, building collapses and other 
accidents.

SOLO Group joined ACCORD in June 2020, thus reinforcing its involvement and commitment with 
workers and factories in Bangladesh, who it has been partnering with for many years.

Member of the FAIR WEAR FOUNDATION since 2014
The FAIR WEAR Foundation acts to improve labour conditions in garment factories, both upstream 
and downstream of production.

Joining more than 130 companies, SOLO Group has been a member of FAIR WEAR since 2014, thereby
committing itself to ensuring that its partners respect the organisation’s Code of Labour Practices. 
The Fair Wear Foundation audits factories to � nd out how well they comply with its Code of Labour 
Practices. More information on sologroup-paris.com

Equal pro� t sharing with employees
Since its foundation, SOLO Group has implemented equal pro� t-sharing among employees.
Thus, all employees receive the same amount every year.

A hundred employees work in the headquarters located in rue Réaumur, in the centre of Paris, to ensure 
the success of SOLO Group: they are all guided by team spirit and by managers who encourage agility, 
involvement, internal development and commitment.

Sreepur Village,
to o� er a future to the neediest.
The «Sreepur Village, Bangladesh» is a charity that runs and funds a village providing a refuge for 
extremely disadvantaged, isolated mothers and children. In addition to providing safety, shelter, 
care and food, the organisation aims at enabling mothers to acquire a wide range of skills so that 
they can generate income and reintegrate into society, without being separated from their children.

National Debate Federation Bangladesh (NDF-BD), 
debate for education.
The NDF-BD is one of the largest debate associations in Bangladesh. It organises a large number of 
debates for students throughout the country. The main objective is to create social awareness among 
students on various social, political and economic issues through the practice of debate, which 
encourages listening, tolerance and understanding to manage con� icts.

NUK, to � ght against blindness in Bangladesh.
Established in 1991, Nari Uddug Kendra (NUK) is a non-governmental organisation whose mission is 
to promote gender equality, human rights and personal and political empowerment of women and 
girls in Bangladesh. 
Since 2003, NUK has set up an eye care program and has enabled the creation of specialised and 
independent hospitals: the Kishoreganj Eye Hospital (KEH) and the Agaroshindur Su� a-Aftab Eye 
Hospital (ASAEH). 
Their mission is to provide high quality eye care to the rural poor and to strive for the prevention and 
control of avoidable blindness in Bangladesh.

Gustave Roussy embodies the hope 
of curing cancer before the end of the century. 
Created in 2005, the Foundation aims to fund the research conducted at Gustave Roussy, leading 
cancer centre in Europe, while keeping at the heart of its actions the objective of improving patient 
care and quality of life.

Institut Pasteur, research in the service of medicine. 
The Institut Pasteur, an internationally renowned biomedical research centre, brings together 
high-level teams to study numerous diseases that constitute public health problems in France and 
worldwide: cancers, infectious diseases, brain diseases, genetic diseases, etc. Its history is marked by 
major breakthroughs and the excellence of its researchers has been recognised on many occasions, 
especially by the award of 10 Nobel prizes in medicine.
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«�From the design stage to the end of life of all our 
products, our teams are committed to always do their 

best to preserve the planet and its inhabitants.�»8 9
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Recognised measurement tools
The Sustainable Apparel Coalition was founded in 2010 by two giants of the clothing industry in 
the United States, with the aim of improving market players’ practises and creating reliable tools to 
measure the environmental impact of their products.

Among the big names in the textile industry, SOLO Group is the only French player in the promotional
garment sector to have joined the SAC since 2015.

Virtuous logistics 

The vast majority of the boxes used by our factories are made of recycled cardboard.

In our warehouse in Le Havre, all the picking boxes are made in France from recycled materials.  

Our cardboard supplier is Imprim’Vert certi� ed.

We recycle used boxes (suppliers’ boxes).

Picking bags are made of recyclable material.

We use a polypropylene adhesive tape, which is less polluting than PVC.

Finally, in 2017 we equipped our 32,000 sq. m. warehouse with LEDs and installed an automatic
detection system that has reduced our power consumption by more than 50%.

«Made in france» development
At SOLO Group, we strongly believe in the positive impact of local and solidarity economy.

In 2020, we took the challenge of giving birth to Atelier Textile Français to produce T-shirts and bags 
100% made in France. Atelier Textile Français’ employees have a passion for textile and the creation of 
our clothing workshop in the Vosges region gave them the opportunity to rediscover a job they used to 
love or to put into practice their initial training in a fashion-oriented Made in France company.

SOLO Group promotes a responsible approach. We are expanding our o� ering of locally produced 
promotional clothing while increasing our social commitment.

Brand
French

Manufacturing
Épinal

Sewing thread
Pérenchies

Packaging
Oyonnax

Three-colour hem tag
Beaupréau-en-Mauges

OEKO-TEX STANDARD 100
The OEKO-TEX label guarantees that garments do not contain any harmful substances. The entire 
collection of 100% cotton and cotton/polyester T-shirts and polo shirts of SOLO Group’s brands is 
OEKO TEX certi� ed.

Certi� cation issued by Control Union

Certi� cation issued by Control Union

Certi� cation issued by Control Union

ORGANIC 100 CONTENT STANDARD
The Organic Content Standard (OCS) applies to any non-food product containing 95-100% organic 
material. It veri� es the presence and amount of organic material in a � nal product and tracks the � ow 
of the raw material from its source to the � nal product.

ORGANIC BLENDED CONTENT STANDARD
The OCS (Organic Content Standard) applies to any non-food product containing 5-100% organic 
material. It veri� es the presence and amount of organic material in a � nal product. Further OCS tracks 
the � ow of a raw material from its source to the � nal product. This process is then certi� ed by an 
accredited third party.

GLOBAL ORGANIC TEXTILE STANDARD
The Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) ensures the organic status of textiles from the harvesting 
of the raw materials through environmentally and socially responsible manufacturing all the way to 
labelling.
The standard covers the processing, manufacturing, packaging, labelling, trading and distribution of 
all textiles made from at least 70% certi� ed organic natural � bres.

GOTS certi� cation upon request for special production.

Certi� cation issued by IFTH
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« Our new products are made exclusively 
of organic cotton and/or recycled polyester, 

with new recognisable size tags.»12 13
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JERSEY 140 - UNISEX
100% organically 
grown cotton
 XS - 4XL  -  6 COLOURS

heather

350 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose

350

309

319

241

102

145

SOL’S EPIC
03564
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JERSEY 150 - 100% 
organically grown cotton

XS - 4XL  -  20 COLOURS *

S - 3XL  -  20 COLOURS *

* MORE INFO ON WWW.SOLOGROUP-PARIS.COM

JERSEY 175 - 100% 
organically grown cotton

S - 3XL  -  20 COLOURS* 

XS - 4XL  -  20 COLOURS *

* MORE INFO ON WWW.SOLOGROUP-PARIS.COM

heather heather

300 Ash : 98 % cotton / 2 % viscose
350 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose

300 Ash : 98 % cotton / 2 % viscose
350 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose

350 T

300 T

309 T

145 T

319 T

321 T

146 T

241 T

381 T

140 T

400 T

244 T

272 T

301 T

264 T

280 T

102 T

141 T

268 T

101 T

350 T

300 T

309 T

145 T

319 T

321 T

146 T

241 T

381 T

140 T

400 T

244 T

272 T

301 T

264 T

280 T

102 T

141 T

268 T

101 T

SOL’S CRUSADER
      Men      03582  
Women      03581 

SOL’S PIONEER
Women                 03579  
Men      03565 

1716



PIQUE 170 - 100% organically 
grown cotton 

XS - 3XL  -  7 COLOURS
 S - 5XL  -  7 COLOURS 

FRENCH TERRY 280
80% organically grown cotton 
20% recycled polyester 
XS - 4XL  -  8 COLOURS 

heather

heather

360 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose

360 T

312 T

145 T

319 T

102 T

241 T

264 T

360

312

373

145

319

102

241

264

SOL’S COMET
03574

SOL’S PLANET
Women                 03575  
Men      03566 
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BRUSHED FLEECE 280
80% organically grown 
cotton - 20% recycled 
polyester 
 XXS - 3XL  -  12 COLOURS

FLEECE 280
80% organically grown 
cotton - 20% recycled 
polyester
XS - 3XL  -  12 COLOURS

heather heather

348 Charcoal melange : 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
360 Grey melange : 75 % cotton / 20 % polyester / 5 % viscose

348 Charcoal melange : 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
360 Grey melange : 75 % cotton / 20 % polyester / 5 % viscose

360

348

146

312

403

141

205

268

102

319

145

264

360

348

146

312

403

141

205

268

102

319

145

264

SOL’S SPACE
03567

SOL’S STELLAR
03568
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JERSEY 175 - 100% 
organically grown cotton
 2 ans - 12 ans  -  12 COLOURS

FLEECE 280
80% organically grown 
cotton - 20% recycled 
polyester 
 4 ans - 12 ans  -  8 COLOURS

TWILL 240 - 100% organically 
grown cotton 
One size - 90 x 75 cm 
 10 COLOURS

JERSEY 150 - 100% 
organically grown cotton 
 2 ans - 12 ans  -  12 COLOURS

heather heather heather

350 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose 360 Grey melange : 75 % cotton / 20 % polyester / 5 % viscose 350 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose

384

309

145

318

146

398

264

123

170

102

350 

309

141

145

400

280

319

102

301

272

241

321

360 

312

141

145

403

205

319

102

350

309

102

141

145

400

272

301

280

319

321

241

SOL’S GAMMA
03569      SOL’S CRUSADER 

Kids      03580 
     SOL’S PIONEER 
Kids      03578 

     SOL’S STELLAR 
Kids      03576 
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COTTON 115
100% certified organically grown 
cotton OCS by Control Union 
Certifications 
Sizes - 37 x 42 cm 
2 COLOURS

RIB 1X1 220
100% certified organically grown 
cotton OCS by Control Union 
Certifications
    3/6 months - 12/18 months 
1 COLOUR 

JERSEY 155 - 100% organically 
grown cotton 

 XS - 3XL  -  14 COLOURS 
S - XXL  -  14 COLOURS

 2 years - 12 years  -  11 COLOURS
348 Charcoal melange : 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
350 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose
222 Heather denim : 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester
258 Heather sky : 60 % cotton / 40 % polyester

312

101

     SOL’S ORGANIC ZEN 
76900

     SOL’S ORGANIC 
BAMBINO 
01192

309

145

319

143

400

264

102

268

115

342

348

258

222

350 

   KidsM&W

SOL’S MILO
   Men      02076 
   Women       02077
   Kids 02078 

2524
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ORGANIC COTTON 150
100% organically 
grown cotton
Sizes - 39 x 42 cm 
 2 COLOURS

The Atelier Textile Français brand was born out of a meeting between Alain Milgrom and Thomas 
Bragard. The former, founder and President of SOL’S, is the expert in customisable textile 
products, whereas the latter, founder of ATELIER TB, is the expert in French manufacturing, who 
manufactures his products in France, in the workshops he has attended since he was a child. 
Atelier Textile Français is the � rst customisable garment brand that manufactures its products 
in France, in the Vosges region. Like all SOLO Group’s brands, Atelier Textile Français promotes 
a responsible approach aimed at reducing our environmental impact and improving our social 
footprint. Atelier Textile Français is synonymous with quality clothes featuring comfortable and 
modern cuts, which are perfectly designed to be fully customised. All our T-shirts are “no label” 
and are made of materials suitable for all customisation techniques.

Three-colour hem tag
Beaupréau-en-Mauges

Size tag
Saint-Étienne

Storage
Le Havre

Packaging
Oyonnax

Sewing thread
Pérenchies

Design
Paris

Manufacturing
Épinal

101

102

ATF THOMAS
03643 

2726



PICK. PRINT. CURE.

JERSEY 155
100% organic cotton

XS - XXL  -  4 COLOURS 
 S - 3XL  -  4 COLOURS

 4 years - 12 years  -  4 COLOURS

JERSEY 145
100% organic cotton

XS - XXL  -  4 COLOURS 
 S - 3XL  -  4 COLOURS

 4 years - 12 years  -  4 COLOURS  

JERSEY 185
100% organic cotton

XS - XXL  -  4 COLOURS 
 S - 3XL  -  4 COLOURS 

 4 years - 12 years  -  4 COLOURS 
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heather

350 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose 350 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose 350 Grey melange : 85 % cotton / 15 % viscose

*This product is not suitable for wet on wet printing.
**Tested for more than 10 washes.

PRODUCT QUALITY
..  Forget fabric colour fading
..  Clean printing surface
..  No pretreatment visible for no halo e� ect
..  Soft and quality handfeel

PRINTABILITY
..  Superior printing performance
..  Proven resistance to washing**

PRODUCTIVITY 
AND RESPONSIVENESS
.. Time-saving
.. Greater responsiveness to meet seasonal
order peaks
.. No more laborious pretreatment needed
.. Focus on printing, forget about pretreatment
.. Increase your printing machine pro� tability
.. Print directly at the point of sale (during 
events, festivals, in shops, etc.)

RTP Apparel revolutionises the digital printing process by eliminating the pretreatment step, 
which is essential in regular process*. 

The NUMBER ONE PRODUCT for direct to garment digital printing
The FIRST and only ORGANIC COTTON pretreated t-shirts, ready to be printed

Digital printing has never been so easy!

R E A D Y  T O  P R I N T

350 

309

319

102

RTP APPAREL
COSMIC    155
Women            03260
Men 03259
Kids 03261   

RTP APPAREL
TEMPO     145
Women            03255
Men 03254
Kids 03256  

RTP APPAREL
TEMPO     185
Women            03257
Men 03270
Kids 03258 
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JERSEY 120 WITH CARBON 
FINISH - 100% organic cotton

 S - 4XL  -  4 COLOURS
S - 3XL  -  4 COLOURS

JERSEY 120 WITH CARBON 
FINISH - 100% organic cotton

 S - 4XL  -  8 COLOURS
S - 3XL  -  8 COLOURS

NEOBLU was born out of the desire to create a brand of work clothes that doesn’t look like one, a 
brand for people on the move, to wear at work as well as outside of work. Inspired by the fact that 
even when we wear work clothes, we all want to have style, NEOBLU’s ambition is to break the 
uniform codes by o� ering a collection directly inspired by retail so that every employee can feel 
as good at work as they do in their private life. The idea behind the brand is that clothes people 
wear are no longer a constraint but, on the contrary, a pleasure for everyone.

601

615

309

616

605

614

603

602

601

309

605

603

     NEOBLU OCTAVE
Women 03573  
Men 03572 

     NEOBLU LEONARD
Men 03570  
Women 03571 

3130



CUSTOM
MADE CLOTHING

sologroup-paris.com




